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Never before have the master numbers - 11, 22, 33, through 99 - been examined in such depth and

detail. Faith Javane, one of the most respected numerologists in the country, reveals the

significance of these power indicators, both in our personal lives and in a historical and cosmic

sense. She looks at the progression of the master numbers as the journey the soul takes as it seeks

to master the different levels of understanding. Javane also analyzes the two single-digit numbers

that, when added together, equal a master number, for example 2+9=11. These numbers within

numbers "test" how well we have learned the lessons of the master numbers and whether we are

ready to move on to the next level.
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I am a HUGE fan of Faith Javane's book "Numerology and the Divine Triangle." It's the book I

recommend whenever someone asks me for one to start with when studying numerology. This book

provides some good additional information which can be used as an adjunct to her other book.The

book contains divinitory information on each of the 9 "Master Numbers", from 11 to 99, with

character descriptions and samples of others who have such numbers. Javane describes her

theories as to why our society can now access the information available within these numbers

(previously, only the 11 and 22 were considered Master Numbers). She describes the "cycles of

becoming" that souls go through in their evolution through various incarnations, and talks about the

way one can accept and work with or discard the opportunities presented to those with Master

Numbers.All in all a good book for fans of her other work, although fairly specialized. I found it worth



the wait and price to special order.

As a student of numerology--I find this book very useful. You do however need to study the first

book Numerology and the Divine Triangle which thoroughly explains numerology concepts. It starts

with singular numbers and interprets compound numbers up to #78/6.It also incoporates the tarot

significance of each number.Once you understand numerology,"Master Numbers" is the college

course. I highly recommend both books. Faith Javane is a master numerologist.

I have been a numerologist for many years and I was amazed at the depth of this text. It was not

your basic numerology book. The author's experience and knowledge of esoteric wisdom and

numbers is evident in this book. This is one of the few books written in such detail about Master

Numbers. I would definitely recommend this text.

"Master Numbers," is the "opus," which encourages the individual to practice and live their individual

numbers as a "master," of one's journey.The best English language numbers cycles I have used!!!!!

I teach numerology and always looking for new insights. I like the way this book is organized and

written. Will suggest it to my new students in upcoming classes. It really helps answer alot of

questions about a Soul's life journey and many of its challenges.

This is a very insightful rendition of Numerology. I find it an excellent guideline that can be applied to

personalities and everyday life. Excellent!

The book was ok - somewhat disappointing. The major part of the book tried to tie Christ

consciousness and spiritual development with the master numbers with no practical regard for how

the numbers may manifest in an average person's life. yes; it is obvious the potential is there in

many master numbers but very unclear about what is being "mastered" in practical terms and there

were no examples of it throughout the book. There is also unnecessary amount of quoting of

various biblical and well known authors and it can be interpreted in various ways. Because of this I

am still looking for more practical and usable information on the master numbers. Ultimately the

master number should also be related to the rest of the core numbers and there was no information

on synthesis with other numbers and i think that is a very important part of chart understanding;

otherwise the numbers float around like puzzle pieces and this creates too much confusion.



I bought a few numerology books, out of all of them, this is by far my favorite. This was like a breath

of fresh air, in terms of learning new perspectives on numerology and definitions. Thank you :)
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